Relationship between Specific Gravity of Cupric Sulfate and Saturation of Blood Droplets During

INTRODUCTION
Many medical decisions are based on clinical laboratory results. These include admission, discharge, even therapies such as transfusion, medication, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and operation procedure. Almost 60-70% important medical decisions need these, to diminish laboratory 1, 2 error to minimize medical error.
There are three classic phases in laboratory process: pre-analytical, analytical, and post-analytical phase. Errors could happen in any stage of the process. Many studies show that most frequent errors 2, 3 occur in the pre-analytical phase. Errors rarely happen in the analytical phase. Automation, improved laboratory technology, assay standardization, and better-trained staff have a significant role in this. But errors can occur due to minimal internal quality control that is applied by laboratories. This phenomenon is just like an iceberg. Not many errors can be detected by minimal quality control 4 procedure.
Analytical performance is evaluated by internal and external quality assessment. Internal laboratory quality can be assessed by calculating the coefficient of variant that expresses precision of each quantitative laboratory parameter. External laboratory quality for quantitative parameters can be assessed by calculating variant index score in laboratory external quality program. By Six Sigma, it will optimize statistical control rule for individual assays based on their inherent quality (bias and precision) and the accuracy required for their [5] [6] [7] intended clinical use.
Six Sigma is a quality indicator that can be used to evaluate a process. It was first described by Motorolla company in the 1980s. Implementation of Six Sigma has expanded in many manufacturers, especially in flight industries where safety is their priority. Recently, many laboratories apply Six Sigma as a quality indicator in their process. Laboratories can improve quality system and especially improve [8] [9] [10] [11] patient safety by using Six Sigma.
Hematology analyzer is an automatic instrument to perform a Complete Blood Count (CBC) test. This examination includes counts number of hematology cells: erythrocyte, leukocyte, and platelet measures hemoglobin and hematocrit level, and also identify differential leukocyte numbers in absolute and percentage. The instrument also counts many other a the Table 1 .
Bias and CV-value were calculated from data in Table 1 . Sigma-value calculated from TEa form (CLIA criteria). Data of Sigma-value, Bias, CV, and TEa were available in Table 2 .
The highest Sigma-value was achieved by platelet parameter in normal level (8.74789) . Hematocrit at normal level was the lowest Sigma-value (1.727522). Parameters with Sigma-value more than six were ata from the mean of control material results unacceptable. The relation between the levels and Sigma-value can be seen in Table 3 . Higher Sigma-value could be achieved, and fewer defect 8, 9 opportunities could happen.
AND DISCUSSION
More than Six Sigma-value is world-class, and minimum Sigma-value for manufacturing is three.
There are two methods to implement Sigma-metric in clinical laboratory process: For pre-analytical and post-analytical phase: numbers of defects in a group were counted, then calculate defects per million. million in igma value For analytical phase: estimate imprecision and bias of the parameter performance and also define tolerance limit as total error allowance. 8 Then we calculate Sigma-value by the formula. Imprecision is also called as the CV. Calculation of CV is based on control material test results data for the internal quality control process. Mean and SD is calculated by those data, and CV is calculated by the formula: SD/mean. Data of control material test results can be obtained by a cumulative CV from historical imprecision. Clinical & Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) recommends the data is obtained at least by 3-6 months routine internal quality control test; 20 days control test results that were performed twice daily; Two examination runs within a single day, each run consisting of 10-20 replicates control material. This process is also called as within-day or between-run imprecision; A single run with at least 20 replicates of control material. This process usually called as within-run imprecision or 15 repeatability.
In this study, data from daily control material examination for 42 consecutive days, were obtained and choose this method following our laboratory policy to perform control material test.
There are many methods to calculate bias. Data of bias can be obtained from reference material or reference method; The mean of a peer group; The all method means of a proficiency testing or external 15 quality assessment survey; A comparative method. This study, used bias from the mean of a peer group from data in the kit insert of control material. This method is the easiest way if use assayed control material.
The quality requirement is expressed by TEa in Sigma-metric. This data obtain by U.S. CLIA proficiency testing criteria, the Royal College of 7 procedures can be selected.
In Figure 1 , 1 rule for WBC and 1 for RBC can be 3,5S 3S selected. Considering medical decision levels for Hb are low and normal, a 1 rule can be chosen. It is 3S ironic for PLT count, because it has less performance in low value, whereas it has world-class performance in high and normal value. P count is important in low level because many medical decisions depend on it, especially in dengue infection disease 1 4 and hemostatic disorders.
Multi-rules of 1 /2of3 /R /3 /6 can be chosen for PLT QC   3S  2S  4S  1S  X  16 procedure. Special attention must be given in HCT parameter because it has the worst Sigma-value. For now, multi-rules of 1 /2of3 /R /3 /6 must be 3S 2S 4S 1S X chosen. The laboratory management must discuss with the instrument technician to improve HCT performance. QC procedure for the instrument is performed with 6 numbers control materials and a single run. Alternatively laboratory can use the rules 17 with three numbers controls and double runs. The HCT is calculated from the RBC count and the Mean Cell Volume (MCV). The optical channel is used for the determination of RBC and PLT data. The RBC parameters are calculated using 0°, 10°, and 90° sensor data, while the PLT parameters are calculated using 0° and 10° sensor data. The MCV is derived from the RBC size distribution data on the 0°, 10°, and 90° histograms. The optical channel evaluation, o especially by 90 sensor data replacement maybe can improve the Sigma-value of HCT and RBC of this 18 instrument.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
Sigma-metric can be used to evaluate the analytical performance of the laboratory instrument and choose QC procedure. Cell Dyne Ruby hematology analyzer provides "Good" performance. QC procedure for the instrument is performed with multi-rule and a single run six numbers control materials or double runs three numbers control. Sigma value HCT and RBC parameters should be improved by optical channel evaluation.
